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We're now at month 10 for UNSEEN Magazine, a FREE digital resource containing
helpful information on living in connection and relation with the Unseen and all things
supernatural. UNSEEN Magazine is created, written, and produced each month by
myself on unpaid time to help make magick and healing work accessible.
If you have found this issue or my free content in general on any of my channels helpful
and supportive, please consider a contribution of $8 (or any amount), to so this labour
of love thriving can continue.
With immense gratitude,
Mimi XO

SUPPORT UNSEEN JOURNAL
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L et ter f rom the Ed i tor

W E L C OM E T O T H E U NS E E N

My name is Mimi Young, and I am a Han-Taiwanese Canadian, living, working, and playing on the unceded and traditional
territories of the xʷməθkʷəy̓əm (Mus ueam), Sḵ wx̱ wú7mesh (S uamish), and Sel̓íl̓witulh (Tsleil-Waututh) Nations,
otherwise known as Vancouver, Canada. I am also a spirit communicator.
By the time we notice it's November, I o en feel the energy enters into a hyper-acceleration and we blink and it's basically
January. It's for this reason (among a few others), that I have taken the spirits' sage advise and have taken a break from Skin
+ Aura Care production each year for roughly a month in the winter season. is year, all orders placed a er December 5
end of day PST will be ful lled the week of January 4, 2022. And where I lack in o ering you e-shopping convenience, I
hope I can compensate with a good sale. Now until November 15 11:59PM PST, ALLLLLL Skin + Aura Care are available to
you at 30% OFF. Use promocode PLANTALLIES30 at check out.
I am loving my Sunday mornings, as it's when the group of creators and business owners come together online via the
EVOKING YOUR BUSINESS + PRO ECT series to learn, explore, and activate our inherent magick and set of gi s for the
world through the businesses we build or the projects we create. In this issue, I share a piece on what it means to do this
without extraction, that is, participating less and less in the existing harmful structures, and more and more in restorative
ways that honour all living and non-living things (which are still living, by the way!).
Lastly, as the year end approaches, the new year also approaches. e new year is a natural time to set intentions and
communicate them with ourselves and the world. When we approach writing (as a form of communication) as a vital and
embodied expression of being human, we have the capacity to freely relate with the Seen and Unseen. e words that come
to us can then be written down as a way to devote to our special place within the weaving of Life.
We will be setting aside 4 days to do just this in my Writing With Spirit Retreat in January 2022.

With gratitude that ows and ows,

Mimi Young
Editor of Unseen Magazine + Founder of Ceremonie
PS. As a solopreneur, I would also like to say thank you ahead of time for honouring my work. Please feel free to print ONE copy of this magazine
for your personal, non-commercial use and enjoyment. If you share any short excerpts on social media, full credit and ta ing of myself
@shopceremonie and the corresponding photographer must be included. If you feel called to share this content with others, please only do so by
using the link to join my mailing list. Please take the time to read my note on usage and copyright non-negotiables on the previous page.
for honouring this so I can continue to bring this to you every month for free.

ank you

R ECI PE

TA I WA N E S E
WITH

C H IC K E N

T R A DI T IONA L

SOUP

CH I N E SE

HERBS

One of the most e ective skin foods that I consume weekly is the Taiwanese Chicken Soup with Traditional Chinese Herbs. I
have found it again and again in promoting elasticity, clarity, moisture, and radiance. It provides necessary nutrients, but also
considers core TCM elements that look beyond the physiology of the skin and into the spirit. Everyone in my household
drinks at least a bowl (o en more) a day, regardless of time of the year, but especially the cold months, when our skin is
especially exposed to the harshness of winter and the dryness of a furnace. I may adjust the herbs, but the recipe below is an
evergreen one. It functions as a stand alone or a versatile base, such as adding some cooked noodles or ve ies to a bowl of
the soup.
INGREDIENTS
• 1 whole organic raw chicken
• 2 small pieces of raw pork (such as the kind you use for fast fry pork chops)
• 1/4 cup mirin (Asian cooking wine)
• 1 Chinese honey date or 2 Chinese red dates
• 1/4 cup Asian almonds
• 1 slice of ginger
• 1 clove of garlic
• 3-4 dried anchovies (the soup will not taste shy; the umami and depth it o ers is incredible!)
• 1 tsp of chaga powder (chaga can add bitterness; use sparingly)
• 1-2 slices of reishi mushroom (also use sparingly)
• 4 slices of dried astragalus
• 1 piece of snow fungus
• Optional: 1 tbsp of dried goji berries
• Roughly 3+ L of alkaline water
METHOD
• Add all ingredients in a soup pot (clay or cast iron pots make the most delicious soups!) and bring to boil.
• Sieve out the froth and excess oil as it comes to the top.
•Turn heat to somewhere between high low or low medium for about 3 hours, keeping the lid on pot for as much as possible
so as to not allow the soup to evaporate.
• (If you need to add a bit of water partway through, do so).
• Turn o heat and allow the residual heat to continue cooking the soup for another 2 hours.
• Add sea salt to taste.
• Optional: When serving, add a drizzle of Chinese black vinegar to each bowl
Happy cooking (& sipping)!!

For more recipes, head to:
NOURISHING IMMUNITY

RECIPES FOR GUT, BRAIN + SKIN

.........................................................................................................................................................................................
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ENTER THE YIN
A

Wi nter

Sol st ice

O nl i ne

G ather i ng

Tue s d ay, D e c emb er 2 1 f r om 6 PM - 8 PM P S T
L ive - s t r e a m w i th r e pl ay

Release the pressure to constantly perform, to t in everything, to create, to be productive, to be e cient,
to be better, to transcend, to be a 'better' version of yourself.
Rather, ENTER THE YIN energy that awaits to be met as your companion, and as your wholeness, with
full acceptance.
When we embrace the Yin with intention, we step into the portal that leads us to the realms of Mystery in
its raw, profound, and restful form. To be in alignment with the Yin aspect is to claim our unlived parts…
ENTER THE YIN and move into ease.
ENTER THE YIN and move into acceptance.
ENTER THE YIN and move into tenderness.
ENTER THE YIN and move into trust.
ENTER THE YIN and move into intimacy.
ENTER THE YIN and move into liberation.
ENTER THE YIN and move into returning.
ENTER THE YIN and move into yourself.
ENTER THE YIN and move into the natural.
ENTER THE YIN and move into the Spirit.
ENTER THE YIN and move into the not-yet-named.
ENTER THE YIN and move into magickal currents.
ENTER THE YIN and move into sacred darkness.
ENTER THE YIN and move into receptivity.
ENTER THE YIN and move into rest.
ENTER THE YIN and...
What to expect during this live-stream gathering with replay:
• Discover what 2021's Winter Solstice as a spirit being has to share in terms of ener and themes.
• Receive a group I Ching reading that shares how the Yin Season relates with you.
• rough a guided spirit travel into the Lower World (Yin's domain), experience a visit with and to this primordial
ener source.
• Deactivate (even if only temporary) the Yang energies that have been distorted by overuse or society in general that
is preventing you from experiencing more Yin in your life.
• Activate the ener of receptivity in your life.
• Connect to your ancestors and other spirit allies.
• Receive a sneak peek forecast of what the Water Tiger spirit will bring for 2022 as a lunar year.

EARLY BIRD TICKETS

.........................................................................................................................................................................................
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The physiology and frequency of the healing
plant actives we use help to protect and fortify

’

your skin s structure, and synchronously shift
your internal landscape to one of selfacceptance and radiance. Utilizing these
magickal plants in our Skin Care collection
offers a powerful way to achieve pure
hydration , renewal and equilibrium of your skin

— from the outside in and the inside out.
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C OM P L E T E

R I T UA L
FA C I A L

ELIXIR

Formulated to replace conventional creams and serums, our Complete Facial Elixir is a
nutrient-rich, highly absorbable oil-gel that synergizes Camellia ower, German
Chamomile, Rosehip, Carrot and Yarrow, o ering hydration, balancing, and a re ned
brilliance while remaining gentle. On an energetic level, one’s eyes further sees the
innate, natural beauty in all that exists.
Ideal for most skin types and temperaments, especially what is conventionally termed
as ‘oily, reactive, congested’ skin needs.
FEATURES & BENEFITS
• e element of Earth transforming Water
• Concentrated acial oil-gel for potent treatment
• Deep nourishment and protection
• 100% pure, active plant ingredients; natural skincare
• Filler, toxin-free and alcohol-free
• Me aphysical imprints for inner-guided spiritual healing
• Handcra ed to order for you
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o f E VOK I NG YO U R B US I N E S S

+

P ROJ E C T S E R I E S

WHAT IS EXTRACTION?
Extraction is a perspective, a behaviour / set of behaviours committed by systems of colonialism, exploitation, hierarchy,
and homogeny. Non-extraction is a value system that naturally de-centers mechanism of dominance, accumulation, and
exploitation, to restore traditional, indigenous, and circular cultures. In the context of business and project creation, here
are some principles to return to:
Extraction sees individual 'commodities' - ie separates and divides;
Non-extraction honours the whole.
Extraction objecti es nature, humans, other resources;
Non-extraction subjecti es. Extraction is concerned with uantitative goals; non-extraction with ualitative aims.
Extraction centres humans (and speci c humans);
Non-extraction prioritizes all living and non-living things.
Extraction is concerned about 'outcomes' (one singular phase within a larger cycle);
Non-extraction views all phases of cycles as 'outcomes'. IE even the process is part of an outcome, and vice versa. In this
way, extraction will always favour immediate results rather than long term / generational goals.
Extraction values perfection. Perfection is naturally counter-diversity. Perfection numbs feeling and intuition, and is
concerned with the external and optics. e concept of 'success' is part of the perfectionism narrative.
Non-extraction sees inherent value, even if the value is not immediate, and the concept of 'success' is inherent. Nonextraction also prioritizes patience and appreciation (the antithesis of perfectionism).
Extraction invented 'objectivity', a colonizing concept that exalts and reinforces power structures and establishments as
possessing truth, whereas in reality, there are multiple experiences and truths. Objectivity is an extension of “either/or”
rationale; Non-extraction respects subjectivity and recognizes “both/and” rationale.
Extraction is concerned with "what's in it for me" rather than how this impacts the whole (non-human and human alike).
Even in spirituality and wellness communities, there is an extractive-value system of trying to be 'better' / personal
development / performance. Non-extraction embraces being who you inherently are.
Extraction naturally power hoards and prize individualism; non-extraction values collaborative power sharing.
Extraction is linear - both vertically and horizontally. Non-extraction takes the shapes of circles, spirals and amoebas.
With extraction, harm is caused via racism, ageism, sexism, ableism, and the heteronormative and other normative groups
will always possess more power. With non-extraction value systems, the harm is greatly diminished, addressed, and even
eliminated.
Now apply this beyond 'DEI' mandates and consider how extraction shows up in everything from sales goals, to how a
calendar is lled, to a marketing campaign, to a project pitch....

LEARN MORE
NOT TOO LATE TO ENROLL IN EVOKING YOUR BUSINESS + PROJECT SERIES! PARTIAL SCHOLARSHIPS ARE STILL
CU RENTLY AVAILABLE.

.........................................................................................................................................................................................
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K NOW I NG

VS

U N D E R S TA N D I N G

w r i t t e n b y g u e s t c o n t r i b u t o r , F l o r y H u a n g , T h e Re s t e d Re v o l u t i o n

Living in an age of mass information
and access, we are presented with the
ability to know so much. Yet not
understanding enough of what we know
is largely harmful, distracting and
draining.
is is evident in the ongoing violence,
disconnections and injustice present in
our world. is is evident in the unrest
and restlessness within ourselves.
And we are overwhelmed, exhausted and burnt out by it all.
Since it appears that everyone knows we need to rest, why is no
one rested? Understanding means we’re not only talking about
it, we’re being about it. And that re uires the resource of skill,
bolstered by countless moments of being honest and
accountable with ourselves while no one else is watching or
validating us. What we know and understand informs our
energetic investment and conservation; the rest is up to you.
In other words, knowing is potential and understanding is
power. rough the lenses of our individual values, priorities
and purposes this alchemy takes shape very di erently.
I don't believe it's enough to know: knowing can be too passive
whereas understanding is actionable power in choice, acted
upon / embodied even if the decision is to be still.
Understanding is complex because there is weight in
responsibility and accountability. Many of us also weren’t raised
or taught to be empowered by responsibility and accountability
but to shy away from or choose from places of fear. Like another
side to the same coin, understanding enables more possibility
and alignment.
At the moment writing this, the world is witnessing a painful
stru le towards understanding. While so many of us are willing
to understand, there are others who are reacting and swept
away by what they know in singular and binary dimensions.
Success and power are celebrated by individuals whereas
responsibility and accountability are diluted into empty
acknowledgements (if any) by the ambiguous entities of brands,
businesses and institutions.

Knowing is not inherently bad or not enough. However,
knowledge o en leaves too much space for partial truths which
can be destructive.
e ongoing oppression of marginalized
communities outside of white supremacy and colonial
capitalism is an obvious example. Simultaneously, knowing does
not automatically establish space for empathy, compassion and
connection. One person may cognitively know that personal
growth is di cult, yet to understand through experiential
learning and self-in uiry is a stark contrast. Knowing does not
touch us the same way understanding does because the latter
re uires investment of time, energy and attention. e latter
re uires practice, which is riddled with failure, imperfection
and non-linear processing.
Embarking to understand anything and anyone is a close and
deep process typically punctuated by a range of emotions
including discomfort, self re ection, doubt and even
inconvenience. Because understanding holds power for evoking
change, our natural resistance in the very hardwiring of our
thinking brains and egos kick in. Understanding re uires
humility and grace.
ese demanding processes are full
experiences and the intention is not about being rewarded;
there is little instant grati cation and immeasurable learning.
Comprehension invites us to become involved in ways beyond
our careful selection and preference of what may have once been
familiar or easy. As such it takes various forms such as routine
practice, courageous embodiment, hard examination, studying
and even rich emotionality, all of which are deeply demanding
and re uire inner resourcing to support. It is reasonable and
relatable that we would fear these journeys. ey might lead us
to outcomes we don’t intend or cannot imagine. In a world
chaotic, uncertain and painful, many of us opt to only know
much, rather than diving deep into understanding. A er all,
understanding is loaded with responsibility; integrity is the
alignment of our intention into action and impact, over and
over again.

With access to such sheer amounts of information, our
understanding is shaped by meaning. I like to refer to the
metaphor of meaning mapping as a way to orient us where we
currently are and where we may decide to move, including
exploration and direction. is comprehension and clarity of
understanding lies beyond knowledge, informing us through
di erent contexts and situations past verbal language guided by
our inner compass. By understanding our inner workings, we’re
able to choose how we show up in a given space and
relationship. For me this sometimes looks like consistency in
behavior over time, others as change and uid adaptability.

Other times it’s telling the truth even though scary, or perhaps deliberately
choosing to disengage for protection and peace. Understanding is the act of
embodying spirit in skin and caring for skin with spirit. My inner and outer
worlds are much richer when I choose coherence and integrity; my
intentions speak for themselves, through actions louder than words.
While we are more connected than ever through the giant mesh of
consciousness that is the Internet, ongoing oppression and scarcity compete
to divide us from our humanity and each other. Knowing is celebrated
through institutionalized emphasis on memorization as an accumulation of
information enmeshed with the glamorized culture of hustling and excess
consumption, ever fast and eeting for more, more, more. Neuroscientists
and spiritual communities alike wonder if our brain’s anatomy is even
evolved enough to be moving through the world in these ways.

Flory Huang (she/her) is a deep feeler, seeker and seer with diverse
experiences and skill sets that enable her to es ablish con ainers for
deep inquiry, relation and being. In these spaces are many gi s to
receive and share: from belonging in community and exploration, to
healing and transformation. She is a creator, guide and acili ator
trained and certiﬁed as a professional mindfulness teacher, restorative
yoga teacher, conscious ener medicine worker and former personal
training coach.
Flory is a second generation settler of Taiwanese and Dutch ancestry.
Born on unceded, ancestral and traditional Tongva Territory, she is
also an uninvited guest continually learning on Musqueam, Squamish,
and Tsleil-Waututh lands on the Paciﬁc Northwest Coas . She is
currently based between the two locations supporting people
individually and in groups all over the world.

How we are taking care of ourselves (or not), as well as the relationships
within our communities and collective cultures, hinges on the discernment
of knowing vs understanding. By moving into understanding, we are in the
spaces of sensing, feeling and being. ere are o en no words or language to
put to this because sensation is non-verbal in nature. It is experienced only
in the present moment within our bodies: energetically, viscerally,
physiologically, intuitively.
A major aspect in moving beyond knowing into understanding lies in the
very uestioning of where our knowing ends and understanding begins. is
discernment is akin to examining when is enough and how it relates to the
context of our lives in a given moment: if I know the di erence between
knowing and understanding, I am in fuller responsibility (and
responsiveness) to how I enact upon and embody them.
For instance: as children we are taught and come to know that being kind is
important. Our comprehension is only established through the experiences
of kindness including the lack thereof. We learn when we witness others
being treated kindly/unkindly at the same time that we experience the
varying degrees of receiving kindness and being kind ourselves. e web of
connection is tangible in seeing that what we know is real, like its own
living being with many facets. Knowing does not necessarily impact our
realities whereas understanding directly creates it. Ideally, as more aware
and more resourced adults, this process of relating and being in relationship
is paramount in our participation and e ect in the world. Re ect on your
main learning style(s) and notice how it is a lens for examining when you
knew so much of something it shi ed into understanding. Precise
discernment shapes transformation and transmutation alike.
When we choose to move beyond knowing into understanding, we create
more spaciousness and capacity for our humanity, in turn for others and our
world.
To be here now, together and apart:
Are you reactive or responding; are you being conscious or conned?

www.therestedrevolution.com
www.ins agram.com/the.rested.revolution
www. acebook.com/the.rested.revolution

Views shared in this story are meant to pollinate diverse, embodied
ideas, and is not meant to be an exact reﬂection of Mimi's personal
opinions. If you have any essays, musings, or heart-thoughts to share
that relates to topics explored in Unseen Magazine, send a pitch to
info@shopceremonie.com, with the subject line "Magazine Story Pitch".
Please note not all applications will be published, but are received with
gratitude.

What aspects of your life need you to move beyond simply knowing?
Do you know and understand yoursel ?

.........................................................................................................................................................................................
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WRITING
WITH SPIRIT
WINTER RETREAT
January 21-24, 2022

4 days, 3 nights of anchoring,
nurturance and lucidity while
surrounded by the magickal
wintry forest on the ancestral
and unceded territory of
Nexwlélexwm

(Bowen Island, BC Canada).
LEARN MORE

.......................................................................................................................................................................... NOVEMBER 2021 | UNSEEN
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The W R I T I NG W I T H SPI R I T R E T R E AT welcomes an intimate
group of 13 attendees to explore the intersection of writing and
the supernatural by unwrapping the words that are already
contained within and to call them forth with clarity and

’

boldness. We ll discuss supportive writing techniques, powerful
esoteric tools, and will be actively collaborating with our
intuition and the Great Mystery. Open to anyone who is needing
space, desires a heightened embodiment , and a safe container to
focus on their inner

(and outer) work.

The Writing With Spirit Retreat is for those who love writing, for
those who do not love writing, for those who are feeling receptive
or connected , for those who are feeling unsure or blocked , for
those who doubtful or intimidated , for those who are curious and
optimistic , for those who are rooted in , for those who are hanging
on by a thread , for those who rest with ease, for those who are
restless.

Step into collaboration with the energy of the Winter as we begin
to attune ourselves to the emergence of Spring, a way for us to
hear our soul and envision our place within the various energetic
weavings of ancestry, gifts, purpose, and time and space for the
2022 year. Set on Bowen Island , BC , we will also be leaning into

the wisdom of the land spirits, while we are inspired by the
surrounding natural , winter magnificence.

LEARN MORE

26
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WRITING
WITH SPIRIT
RETREAT

AREAS OF WRITING EXPLORATION

Embodied Writing with Shamanic Art Therapy

∙ Calling

:

your authentic voice

∙ Enhancing intuition and clarity
∙ Magnify creative juices / new perspectives
∙ Releasing expectations and perfectionism
∙ Fruitfulness > Productivity
Spirit - Collaborative Writing

:

∙ Hearing our ancestors and other spirit allies
∙ Writing as channeling and psychic mediumship

Writing as Shamanic Spirit and Time Travel

∙ Writing

:

to clarify, to witness , to retrieve, to redefine

Writing for Self-Regulation , Self- trust , and Future Potentials

:

∙ Seeing lessons, embracing ‘ failure ’ , taking risk
∙ Finding the languages / voices you don ’ t yet speak
Writing as Magick

∙ Writing

:

as spellwork

LEARN MORE
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P OD CA S T
S P O T L IG H T

In this most recent podcast interview, I chat with host Emily Greene of Emily e Medium Podcast.
I discuss experiencing life through the lens of animism, how I approach spirit travel (shamanic
journeying), childhood and why I hid my inner witch for so long, and honouring Chinese esoteric
practices.
Hope you enjoy this one!
Mimi xo

EMILY THE MEDIUM
EPISODE 48

44
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S ONG

SI NG S I TSE L F

Born in Kenya and raised in Manchester, twins Millie and Hope Katana, known by their
stage name e KTNA, have been on repeat for me. Di cult to de ne their musical genre
(is it indie rock? is it rnb?), their voices take me back to my grunge years of hungry, grieving
un ltered emotions, yet the sisters also o er a sense of honouring and hopefulness as they
sing about mental illness and other forms of pain.
What's also di cult is narrowing down my fave song, though it's likely MBD (listen the live
version from Platoon Studio) or People Change (a collab with Sagun).

MBD by

e KTNA
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Join me - whether you love writing, or don't, if you are feeling
receptive or connected, or are feeling unsure or blocked, if you're
experiencing doubtful or intimidated, if you are curious and
optimistic, are rooted in or if you are hanging on by thread, for
those in ease, or those with deep restlessness.

~
MIMI YOUNG

SUPPORT UNSEEN JOURNAL
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Walking the Hidden Path

